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SUBMISSION CONTENT:
‐‐
Committee members .
The issue of Australia's population currently at 24 million, which will see 30 million by 2029 equates to a 25%
increase in people and potentially a city/towns area footprint. The repeated and future compounding of Australia’s
urban growth means the focus of your enquiry and how it identifies Improved public amenities, solutions and
management overlays is vital. Our open urban areas are contracting and whatever open areas are available under
our State and Federal parks portfolio of assets, is and will, experience greater population load.
Sadly our parks are becoming harder to access and use for groups of people (clubs) when numbering more than 20
members attending an event. Permitting now requires oversight by the parks government based employees and a
new layer being consent by traditional owners who have management oversight as well. The process is not seamless
and is multi layered and in some cases payments for ceremonial recognition are levied against the clubs wanting to
access the park thus payable to the traditional owners . Paperwork can and does take many weeks to gain
permission, re access for a club group, to some parks and state lands.
I understand the stress this causes the public ( members of our clubs are the public) and the administration burden
it places on the officials of many clubs who provide their time freely for the club to perform its purpose, which is
community inclusion of people around a central purpose.
The access capabilities to public open spaces you are examining, within your enquiry terms, needs to look at the
permitting and ability to enter and use a park, forest and or public land. As more people present and enquire to use
the resource, the management of the resource must grow and adapt . My recommendation is that a permit to enter
a national park and or state forest should not be triggered at 20 people when associated with a club. This number
needs revising to 40 plus. A club can have a family club based event over a day/weekend at a National Park and
quickly find themselves restricted to half a dozen families due to limitations on numbers, otherwise you enter the
difficult regime of applying for permits and making formal application which can include referencing back to the
traditional owners for their sign off. This does not happening quickly and involves considerable paperwork for some
parks and events.
I’d suggest none of us want to see this laborious system take root and become an impediment for people accessing
the outdoors .
My further observation is the Government( state and federal) should consider a strategy to accelerate and buy back
titled lands currently held privately. These properties should then be turned back to public space . As the population
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increases governments are being confronted embracing this concept in other countries over seas. The financial
benefits to the public’s health and in turn tourism is well recognised in these programmes abroad.
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